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Р е з ю м е
Енергията e основната движсша сила на n o w иичеспия ра стеж  в днешното същество, ка кто  в 
разег. жиците се с т р а л т а к а  и в силно иноуст.риалю раните. Очаква се, че през следващите 

летия ть;-.се сто на енергия ще н расне сксрссп.чо. Производството на енергия чрез изгаряне на 
изкоеаеми го, зоа обаче, неизоег-рю води до игкл.к гателно отрицателни въздейсг zee върху околната 
среда, които не ме га, л повече да бъдат пре ебрегва-а.
Ф\ .саментал пят въпрос днес е: как оа поддържаме икономическия растеж , като в същото време 
пред лзваме окол ата среда о т  замърсяване? Тсва може да бъде постигнато само посредством 
комбинацията о т две средства -  енергийна еф :r\us ост и преминаване към въ.ссноеяеми ‘енергийни 
източници.

I n t r o d u c t io n

Energy is the fundam ental driver of the economic growth in the todays society. 
It is an absolute prerequisite for the industrial developm ent in the developed 
countries as well as for improving the quality of life and  reducing the poverty in 
the developing world. It is expected that the energy dem and in the developing 
countries will increase rapidly in the next decades, and  will even exceed the 
level of consumption in the rich countries due to rising  population and incomes. 
The burning of fossil fuel, however, inevitably leads to negative environmental 
impact, which no longer cam be neglected.
Unfortunately the polluters are often allowed to pollute w ithout paying the full 
social and environmental cost for that. The m arkets fail to capture the 
“external” costs of fuel use such as health effects due to a ir pollution, impacts 
on ecosystems and agricultural areas, acid rain , and  so forth. Global 
environmental problems such  as climate change and  ozone layer depletion are 
becoming of greater concern for the public as well. According to the dates set at 
the Kyoto Conference on Climate Charge in 1997 the  industrial countries are 
supposed to reduce their CO2 emissions by about 80 % w ithin 50 years (or 50 % 
by the year 2005) [7]. This is an extremely difficult task  of offsetting the energy 
consumption of the last few decades ar.d reducing the  fu ture  in the sam e time, 
while keeping up at least the same living standards.
In the so-called Economies in Transition (E1T) countries like Bulgaria the 
situation is slightly different. In the recent years the CCb emissions in these 
countries has sharply declined compared to the previous 40-50 years as a  result 
of the low economic activities [5]. It is likely that th e  greenhouse gas emissions 
remain below the level of 1990, which is agreed upon a t the Kyoto Conference1. 
However the forecast is th a t these emissions are going to rise sharply in the 
near future as EIT countries progress towards a m arket economy, considering 
the fact that carbon intensive fuels prevail in the energy production in m any of
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them. The energy sector in Bulgaria for instance accounts for more th an  80 % of 
the greenhouse gas em issions [3].

E n e r g y  E f f i c i e n c y

The crucial question today is how to sustain the economic growth while 
protecting the environment in the sam e time.
The right correlation between the growing GDP and environmental problem s in  
EIT countries, as well as achieving the ambitiously set CO2 levels in th e  
industrialised countries, can be attained only by the combination of two m eans: 
the efficient use of energy, and a  switch to renewable energy sources.
The term “energy efficiency” includes both technical a n d  economic m easu res  
with the aim of reducing the specific energy demand, it i s  an  issue in all sec to rs 
of the economy but the m ost substan tia l weight falls o n  the power sector a n d  
industrial sector. In general in EIT countries energy is cased less efficiently an d  
much energy is still being wasted. They use 20-50 c 1 m ore energy for h ea ting  
the buildings and 15 to 100 % more for producing industrial products [5]. The 
German Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry on Climate Protection h a s  
calculated that up to 44 per cent of energy consumption could be reduced by  
using existing techniques, and  in certain key sectors such as the  h ea t 
insulation of buildings, the savings potential even exceeds 70 percent [4J. 
Therefore in these countries the energy efficiency potential is high an d  
comparatively easy to achieve.
In Bulgaria for example the energy intensity-' of the GDP, which is the  m ain  
energy efficiency indicator2, is 3 to 5 times more than in  the EU countries. It is 
estimated that about 10 to 15 percent of energy use cm  be avoided with little o r  
no capital investments by basic m eans like good housekeeping, simple controls, 
employee awareness and  training, etc. If the National Energy Efficiency Program  
of Bulgaria'’ is implemented the GHG emissions by 2.1C will be 9.1% less th a n  
the ones in 1988, which is the  Bulgarian obligation cc Kyoto protocol, and  th is  
can be achieved with an  investm ent of US $ 2.35 bln. com pared to US $ 3 b ln. 
economy that can be realised [3]. Or in other words m e  easily accessible “low 
hanging fruit” in EIT countries are waiting to be picked.

B a r r ie r s  a n d  c o n s t r a i n t s  f o r  im p le m e n t in g  e n e r g y  
e f f ic ie n c y

There is a  lot written about the barriers to energy- efficiency. They are n um erous 
and differ in the various parts of the world, economic s tru c tu res  a n d  
developments, industry sectors, and  so forth. In general the main co n stra in ts  
can be divided into three principal groups: Legislative, Institutional, a n d  
Financial. For the purpose of this paper, however, ve are not going to try to 
identify and describe each of them  in details but rather pinpoint the ones th a t  
are typical for the EIT countries, and  in particular for Bulgaria.
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The years prior to the “change” in 1989 can be characterised  with low energy 
prices, extensive subsidies throughout the entire energy.- system, and system of 
fixed energy- allocation. All that did not create incentives for energy savings, ju s t  
the opposite. The high use of energy was encouraged because it was viewed as a 
sign of economic development. Many of these features rem ain  in our inefficient 
infrastructure and cultural attitudes today, and can be called “relics of the 
past”.
Energy generation, transmission and distribution system s are still monopolies 
and have incentives to increase the volume of energy supplied. The new energy 
policies in EIT countries often give little priority to energy efficiency, energy laws 
contain no incentives for energy efficiency or have not been imolemented yet. 
Even after the utilities are privatised it is observed a  lack of emphasis on energy 
efficiency. The dominant objective usually is to maxim ise the privatisation 
income.
The governments encounter problems of other n a tu re  as well. For example, the 
most effective solution to the highly subsidised sta te  owned low quality under 
ground coal mines in Bulgaria can be to close them  and sw itch ю  an alternative 
cleaner fuel such as gas, or to use new technologies (fluidised bed). However, 
politically and socially this act would be wrong because thousands of workers 
will lose their jobs, often located in areas where o ther employment opportunities 
are scarce.
The energy prices world-wide are way- too low. As m entioned in the beginning of 
the paper, the markets fail to capture the real price of th e  energy. In the ideal 
markets the energy price should reflect (“internalise”) th e  “external” costs of 
energy production and energy supply. Then the com parative ly high price o f zhe 
energy produced from  alternative sources would he competitive. In the tree 
markets the competition tends to push the prices down although the price of 
energy- supply is based on the production costs. In the EIT markets, however, 
the full-cost pricing will require removing the subsidies, which will lead to rise 
of the prices when they reflect the costs. Increasing energy prices w ill then 
logically create the incentive fo r  energy efficiency although many energy 
efficiency projects are cost-effective even a t cu rren t energy prices. This is not 
such an easy thing to do since the energy expenses already make up 20-40 c : of 
household income in many of these countries [4]. Rapid increase in the energy 
puces may lead to a higher degree of non-paym ent of energy bills, which lor 
example is the case in Georgia now, and for some big industrial consumers in 
Bulgaria as well. It might be more feasible to increase the prices gradualy.
Constraints can also be found in the area of technology transfer, which is 
limited in the early stages of market development. This problem is related not 
that much to the access to appropriate technologies but to  the poorly designed 
efficiency programmes, the weak institutional m echanism , and lack of co
ordination among the parties involved.
One major impediment to energy efficiency in EIT countries is the lack of 
measuring - respectively information, on the energy consum ption of individual 
hcuseholds. Installing meters in each apartm ent will allow the charge to be 
based on the energy consumed instead of based or. the floor space. Only then
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the homeowners w ill have the incentive to insulate their bu ild ings and  save  
energy1

In connection to the said above should be mentioned th a t a  conventional 
problem is the lack of information and education on efficient use of energy 
among the general population. Many consumers do not have the time, interest 
or ability, and in m any cases the knowledge, to m ake the necessary effort to 
secure the lowest cost options in a long run.

“W in -w in ” o p p o r t u n i t i e s  a n d  s o lu t io n s

The term “win-win opportunities” is always associated with the term  “Cleaner 
Production” (CP), simply they are synonyms. Talking about solutions to energy 
efficiency naturally pops u p  the term CP. The opposite is also tru e  -  energy 
efficiency is part of CP, actually it is CP itself. In other words, all said above 
related to the energy efficiency is valid for CP as well, the sam e problem s and 
barriers, and respectively the same solutions. They go hand in  hand.
Energy efficiency and CP-options have 
to be regarded during the whole life 
cycle of the product. For example in 
the power sector opportunities for 
improvement can be found all along 
the energy chain -  from the energy 
production (coal mining, oil pumping), 
through transportation , conversion from one form of energy to another, 
distribution, and  to the end-use. Win-win opportunities exist in  each of the 
links of the chain and  can provide energy a n d /o r  economic efficiency 
improvements.
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CleanerPraduction is the  continuous 
application of an in tegra ted  preventive  ~ 

environmental strategy to processes, products 
and services, which increases the efficiency 

and reduces the risk  for humans and the . 
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S o u rc e :  THE WORLD BANK ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT STRATEGY, E n v iro n m e n t D ep artm en t & In d u stry  
a n d  Energy D e p a rtm e n t, 1997.

If we simplify the energy chain we can divide it into supply side and dem and 
side efficiency. On the supply side there are a  num ber of opportunities th a t can 
be captured. Improvements in operational efficiency in coal mining, coal 
washing to remove ash , reduction in transmission and distribution losses 
through network reinforcement, steam traps repairing, leak reduction are all 
low or no cost m easures th a t can easily be implemented and  can typically save 
10 -  15 % of energy [8]. Within the energy conversion the rehabilitation and 
retrofitting of existing therm al and district heating power p lan ts plays the 
major role. However, the last require certain financial investm ents, which often 
is hard to provide for.

4 In the new Energy Lav. in Bulgaria accepted in July 1999 heal metering and billing is obligatory.
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The use of co-generation p lants is a veiy good way of using the energy 
efficiently. The cost-effective utilisation of th is system, however, is feasible only 
if the heat can be supplied to the district hearing network or used locally for 
other heating purposes.
When planning and building new power p lants the latest emerging cleaner 
technologies should be considered, such as integrated gasification combined 
cycle power plants, pulverised coal firing technology, pressurised fluidised bed 
combustion, etc. Such technologies are capable of great efficiency and 
reduction of emissions but some of them  are not in a m ature s ta te  of 
development yet.
There is a huge potential for reduction of energy losses on the dem and side as 
well, especially in the district heating system. Introduction of metering system 
for each household (electricity, gas, and district heating) is an absolute 
prerequisite for energy efficiency and savings by linking the price and  the 
rational use of energy. It is estim ated th a t simple m easures such as better 
insulation, windows seals, u se  of energy-saving lighting, improved blinds and 
roof construction, tem perature and lighting controls, etc. can save around 33 
% of the total electricity consum ption of the dwelling [7]. Therefore, information 
campaigns and customer’s education are the  most important options to reduce 
energy consumption in the residential sector.
Improvement in the industrial end-use energy efficiency offers the largest 
opportunity for meeting the energy requirement of a growing world and 
economy. Here comes the m ost substantial role of the application of Cleaner 
Production approach. Energy saving m easures often show very short payback 
periods. Many times even simple organisational changes result in considerable 
energy savings, environmental benefits and financial return.

G e n e ra l c o n c lu s io n s

Regardless of the numerous barriers to energy efficiency and CP underlined in 
this paper the potential for those approaches in the EIT countries is huge. The 
first step towards overcoming the barriers m ust be capacity building in the 
country. For the g o v ern m en ts  capacity building is needed to improve their 
ability to implement and enforce policies th a t encourage energy efficiency. An 
option also is to establish energy efficiency funds, and encourage greater use  of 
the national environmental funds for energy efficiency projects. For the 
in d u str ies are necessary improved skills in economic and financial analysis, 
preparing a business plan, improved m arket research, technical design, and 
marketing efficient products. Capacity building for EIT ban k s is im portant to 
enhance their ability to make contracts and financial arrangem ents for energy 
efficiency projects. And finally for the r e s id e n tia l se c to r  capacity building will 
result in increased awareness of the cost savings.
The easiest way to start is to capture the opportunities th a t provide 
environmental benefits through economically attractive solutions at no or low ' 
additional cost. Legislative and institutional m easures are needed to trigger the 
process. In the Bulgarian National Energy Strategy until 2010, for example, the 
energy efficiency policy stresses on the rational and efficient use of fuel and 
energy along the whole energy chain. The cardinal means for realising the
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strategy are planned to be creation of an adequate  normative and institutional 
base and elaboration of the energy price policy. The specific targets set in the 
energy and energy efficiency law concern restric tion  of xhe monopolies in the 
energy sector and privatisation [1].
Although a bit delayed in Bulgaria, there are  prem ising perspectives for 
promotion and enhancement of efficient use of energy. Implementing energy 
efficiency and CP approaches are not only economically feasible and 
environmentally beneficially, but also are the only way for Bulgaria to achieve 
the assum ed obligations from the Framework Convention on Climate Change 
for CO2 emissions reduction.
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